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About Charlie

FEATURED IN:

Charlie “Rocket” Jabaley is the Founder and CEO of The Dream Machine 

Foundation, and the Chief Dream Officer at Dreamr, a digital ecosystem 

built to empower people to pursue their dreams. Before finding his calling 

in philanthropy, Charlie founded Street Execs, a multi-million dollar music 

management label in Atlanta with acts such as 2 Chainz and Travis Porter. 

Street Execs list of accomplishments include 43,000,000 records sold, 22 

platinum singles, #1 TV show on Vice, 6 grammy nominations, 4 separate 

million dollar clothing brands, and 9 world tours. 

After leaving the music industry at the height of his career due to serious 

health concerns including a brain tumor, Charlie decided to pursue his 

childhood dream of becoming a professional athlete. People called him crazy, 

but just 12 months later he had dropped over 120 lbs, completed an IronMan, 

and landed a Nike Athlete deal after making a fan-made Nike commercial 

called “Dream Crazy”. Charlie’s fan-made Nike commercial would evolve to 

become the most influential Nike campaign of all time, the Colin Kaepernick 

“Dream Crazy” commercial that aired during the Super Bowl. 

During the covid-19 pandemic, Charlie felt called to hit the road and be 

a positive light during tough times across the nation. With dreamr’s full 

support behind him, Charlie Rocket has traveled across the country, helping 

communities and positively impacting thousands of lives along the way. 

Charlie Rocket’s Dream Machine Tour has been a massive success, landing 

partnerships with brands like Hasbro, NERF, The Y, Boys & Girls Club, and 

collaborating with celebrities and athletes like Steve Harvey and Bam 

Adebayu from the Miami Heat. Content from the tour has generated over 

100M views across social media channels, generating interest from platforms 

like Twitch, Netflix, Snapchat and T-Mobile for TV Shows and Documentaries. 

The Dream Machine Tour 2021 will kick off in July, finding stories from the 

dreamr app and making dreams come true across the U.S. and internationally!
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Charlie’s mission is to make 1 million 
dreams come true and to inspire, educate, 

and entertain the next generation of 
dreamers around the world.
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Making dreams come true 
across America!

We want to help people around the 
world to dream again. We want to give 

to communities and people in need. We 
want people from all walks of life to come 

together to reach for the stars and not give 
up on themselves.

Charlie raised $1M+ in donations, traveled 
100K+ miles, reached 100M+ views across 

social media channels, generating interest from 
platforms like Twitch, Netflix, Snapchat and 
T-Mobile for TV Shows and Documentaries.
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Charlie’s mission is to motivate 
millennials to build movements that 

will change the world.

All presentations are 100% 
family-friendly and customized to 

fit your objectives.

Charlie is an inspirational genius, his 
expertise involves business-building 

gorilla marketing strategies and helping 
organizations improve company culture 

and increase team performance. 
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Charlie motivates millennials to 
increase company culture.

Invite Charlie to motivate your 
audience to perform better and 

dream bigger!

He’s worked with world-reowned organizations 
such as Nike, Shopify, Cannondale, 

and many more!
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TALK 01: NON-INDUSTRY SPECIFIC, MOTIVATION & INSPIRATION

Charlie’s Talks

Dream Crazy: Everything is Possible, 
Awaken your Childhood Dreams, Steps 
to Making Dreams Turn to Reality.

Charlie is a very storytelling speaker, he will start from back in his childhood in Atlanta 

learning marketing from his parents and his mom selling vacuum cleaners. To later 

on working for and blowing up Soulja Boy, Travis Porter, 2 Chainz and becoming an 

Emmy and Grammy Award Winner with over 43,000,000 records sold. He then will talk 

about the other side of his life during that time of owning a $15 Million Dollar Label and 

managing artists, but being majorly depressed, overweight at 300 lbs and diagnosed 

with a brain tumor feeling hopeless. Charlie then goes on to the next chapter of his life 

to conquer his life struggles, when he left all of that behind to reverse his brain tumor 

and begin chasing his dream as a Nike Athlete. Running 5 marathons, an Iron Man, 

biking 3,000 miles across America and then becoming an official Nike athlete and 

creating the world changing Nike Video. Charlie will then end his talk on where he is at 

present day with the story of him selling his house when covid started, partnering up 

with Dreamr, buying an RV and then starting the Dream Machine Tour & Foundation. It 

started in April of 2020 and since then Charlie has traveled over 25,000 miles across 

America, building Dream Creative Labs in Watts, Milwaukee, and Las Vegas, partnered 

with Hasbro to giveaway hundreds of thousands of dollars in toys and games for the 

holidays, and have so far given away over $1,000,000 in cash, cars, and paying people’s 

rents and mortgages who fell on tough times in 2020.

CHARLIE’S SPEAKER REEL & PAST SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

Keynote Speaker Reel | The Story of Charlie Rocket | Nike Commercial | 

Fan-made Nike Commercial | Charlie Rocket on Logan Paul’s Podcast, Impaulsive

3 Main Takeaways:

• Steps and Motivation to start turning your 

Dreams into Reality

• Inspiration to Shift your Mindset and Awaken 

your Childhood Dreams

• Restore Hope into Believing that Anything is 

Possible, Including your Biggest Dreams

https://youtu.be/OwxXKCi2qe4
https://youtu.be/xytSs0UiHoE
https://youtu.be/lomlpJREDzw
https://youtu.be/Davi60B5Iig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsFPKeksjaw


TALK 02: INDUSTRY SPECIFIC, MARKETING

Charlie’s Talks (con’t)

Marketing Innovation: Momology, 
Building Culture and Getting the 
Attention of the Biggest Brands

CHARLIE’S SPEAKER REEL & PAST SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

Keynote Speaker Reel | The Story of Charlie Rocket | Nike Commercial | 

Fan-made Nike Commercial | Charlie Rocket on Logan Paul’s Podcast, Impaulsive

Charlie’s second talk is still that same story from his childhood in Atlanta and growing 

up learning Marketing from his parents, to then building four different 7 figure clothing 

lines, creating a new marketing strategy called Momolgy that has been his secret to 

creating the most loyal fan bases in the world and all the way to the present with the 

Dream Machine Tour and Foundation, but it takes a Marketing focus. Charlie will discuss 

things like how he blew up these artists with no money and how Charlie took 2 Chainz, 

an artist who was washed up at the time and could never blow up to then being a 

Grammy winning Artist and now, being one of the biggest Artists in the world. Charlie 

will also go through the times when he was 300 lbs, diagnosed with a brain tumor and 

dropping his $15 Million dollar label to pursue being a Nike Athlete and how he got the 

attention of Nike to then create the most influential Nike campaign of all time. Then 

he will end with the present date and how he is doing all of that over again with the 

Dream Machine Tour and Foundation, partnering with major brands like Hazbro where 

they gave away hundreds of thousands in toys and games as well as $500,000 to 500 

families during the holidays. 

Both of these talks can be crafted for 30-75 minutes and all of Charlie’s presentations 

are 100% Family-Friendly that can be customized to fit your objectives.

3 Main Takeaways:

• How to Shift Culture with Marketing

• How to Create a Loyal Fan Base

• How to Take Movements from 0 to 100

https://youtu.be/OwxXKCi2qe4
https://youtu.be/xytSs0UiHoE
https://youtu.be/lomlpJREDzw
https://youtu.be/Davi60B5Iig
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WsFPKeksjaw


What others are saying

“Charlie Jabaley continues to work incredible hard to 

go from obese to a Nike athlete and he’s crushing it!”

“Charlie Rocket is for Real. Believe it or not, this guy 

will change your life.”

“Drive, willpower, and inner motivation. This is the 

takeaway that you get from Charlie Jabaley.”

“The inspirational marketing mogul, Charlie Jabaley, 

is the man that will shake up this world with his 

motivational story.”

“Charlie’s video rocked Nike and made his story viral. 

Motivational is only the beginning to his inspiring story 

that moves any & every audience.”

CHAIRMAN OF VANYERX | CEO OF VAYNERMEDIA

GLOBALLY PUBLISHED MAGAZINE

ONLINE MAGAZINE & WORLD REOWNED BRAND

GLOBALLY CIRCULATED MAGAZINE & WORLD REOWNED BRAND

GLOBALLY CIRCULATED MAGAZINE & BRAND

Gary Vaynerchuk

Runners World Magazine

Millionaire by 25

Forbes

Inc.
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